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Seamless Knit Glove

Seamless Knit Glove

Seamless Knit Glove

(XS-22406, S-22405, M-22401, L-22402, XL-22403, 2X-22404)       
A great pair of gloves that can be used in electronic and computer 
assembly featuring a seamless knit nylon liner with a Polyurethane 
coated palm and �ngers that would help worker’s that deal with 
quality control, inspection and general assembly where abrasion, 
cut and puncture resistance is required. Features a breathable 
back for comfort especially in warm environments.

Color: White
Size: XS, S, M, L, XL, 2X
Imprint Area: 1” h x 1 1/2” w
Imprint Method: Silkscreen, TruColorTM

Packaging: Polybag

(S-22411, M-22407, L-22408, XL-22409, 2X-22410)                        
A great pair of gloves that can be used in electronic and computer 
assembly featuring a seamless knit nylon liner with a Polyurethane 
coated palm and �ngers that would help worker’s that deal with 
quality control, inspection and general assembly where abrasion, 
cut and puncture resistance is required. Features a breathable back 
for comfort especially in warm environments.

Color: Black
Size: S, M, L, XL, 2X
Imprint Area: 1” h x 1 1/2” w
Imprint Method: Silkscreen, TruColorTM

Packaging: Polybag

(S-22418, M-22413, L-22414, XL-22415, 2X-22416, 3X-22417)        
A great pair of gloves that can be used in electronic and computer 
assembly featuring a seamless knit nylon liner with a Polyurethane 
coated palm and �ngers that would help worker’s that deal with 
quality control, inspection and general assembly where abrasion, 
cut and puncture resistance is required. Features a breathable back 
for comfort especially in warm environments.

Color: Gray
Size: S, M, L, XL, 2X, 3X
Imprint Area: 1” h x 1 1/2” w
Imprint Method: Silkscreen, TruColorTM

Packaging: Polybag
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Stay protected while at your workplace, when outdoors or working on household projects with our large selection 
of Safety products. You will �nd the right �t and the right function within gloves. Be sure to keep your eyes 
protected with stylish eyewear. And the Hard Hat, Bump Cap and Hearing Protection selections will keep your 
head and hearing protected. All the safety products are designed and tested with the utmost safety in mind.
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Hand Protection                            248-260
Eye Protection                               261-279
Hearing Protection                        275
Safety Lights                                 276
Head Protection                            277-281

Seamless Knit Glove w/Nitrile

Welders Glove

Welders Glove

(XS-22424, S-22423, M-22420, L-22421, XL-22422)                 
These gloves can be used in electronic and computer assembly 
featuring a solid Nitrile coated palm and �ngers that provide 
superior grip, abrasion, cut and snag resistance. Includes a 
breathable back for comfort especially in warm environments.

Color: White
Size: XS, S, M, L, XL
Imprint Area: 1 1/2” h x 1 1/2” w
Imprint Method: Silkscreen, TruColorTM

Packaging: Polybag

(L-22456) 
Constructed out of split leather cowhide, fully welted seams and 
has a one-piece back to extend wear. The gloves are sewn with 
Dupont® Kevlar® thread to prolong the glove life by maintaining the 
integrity of the seams. The cotton lining is for added comfort and 
heat resistance. These gloves would be ideal for people who are 
welding and hot, heavy material handling.

Color: Blue
Size: L
Imprint Area: 2” h x 2 1/2” w
Imprint Method: Pad Print (1 Color Only), TruColorTM

Packaging: Bulk

(L-22457) 
An economic choice for people who are welding or handling 
hot, heavy material. Constructed out of B/C grade cowhide 
shoulder split leather, featuring a full sock lining for added 
comfort, wing thumb and a one-piece back to extend wear.

Color: Red
Size: L
Imprint Area: 2” h x 2 1/2” w
Imprint Method: Pad Print (1 Color Only), TruColorTM

Packaging: Bulk
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Synthetic Leather Palm Mechanic Glove

Synthetic Leather Palm Camo Glove

Cow Palm Mechanic Glove

(L-18316, XL-18317) 
Our synthetic leather palm mechanic gloves are comfortable, 
lightweight and will provide a superior all-day grip. The comfortable 
Spandex sides make the �nger side panels breathable which 
enhances your comfort while wearing. Features a Spandex back 
and elastic cuff with Velcro closure to get the right �t and reinforced 
�ngers for added protection. Ideal for technicians, specialists, 
general utility, manufacturing and assembly workers.

Color: Green
Size: L, XL
Imprint Area: 1” h x 2” w
Imprint Method: Silkscreen (1 Color Only), TruColorTM

Packaging: Bulk

(L-18318, XL-18319) 
Ideal for light construction, made with synthetic leather palm with 
PU reinforcement. Features a reinforced thumb crotch for extra 
wear and has a special Neoprene designed strap with Velcro 
closure for a comfortable grip. It also includes screen touch 
PU on the �rst three �ngers for easy smart phone use. Ideal 
for technicians, specialists, general utility, manufacturing and 
assembly workers.

Color: Camo
Size: L, XL
Imprint Area: 1” h x 2” w
Imprint Method: Silkscreen (1 Color Only), TruColorTM

Packaging: Bulk

(L-18320, XL-18321) 
These mechanics gloves have cow grain leather palms with 
a textured grip PVC palm panel to improve your grip ability. 
Breathable spandex �nger panels provide an airy comfort. Secure 
�t is improved with a Spandex back and elastic cuff with Velcro 
closure. Includes reinforced �ngers and thumb crotch for extra 
wear and for added protection.

Color: Black
Size: L, XL
Imprint Area: 1” h x 2” w
Imprint Method: Silkscreen (1 Color Only), TruColorTM

Packaging: Bulk
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Bollé Solis Glasses

Bollé Spider Glasses Bollé Shadow Glasses

Meets both ANSI Z87.1 and CSA Z94.3 standards. Lightweight 
nylon frame front that provides very good eye coverage. The high 
contour dual lenses provide distortion free viewing and excellent 
optical quality. Non-slip co-molded temples and non-slip rubber 
nose pads offer a comfortable secure �t and reduced slippage. 
Polarized lenses offer true color perception while reducing harsh 
glare from light re�ection. The high impact scratch resistant 
polycarbonate lenses with anti-fog coating (clear, smoke) provides 
99.99% UVA and UVB protection. Comes with a micro�ber pouch 
and adjustable neck cord.

Color: Clear, Gray, Blue, Polarized Lens
Size: 1 5/8” h x 5 1/2” w x 6 1/2” d
Imprint Area: 1/4” h x 1/2” w
Imprint Method: Pad Print
Packaging: Micro�ber Pouch

Meets both ANSI Z87.1 and CSA Z94.3 standards. This close 
�tting, high contour design provides improved eye protection with 
distortion free viewing and excellent optical quality. The lower ledge 
on the front of the lens helps shield against particular hazards 
coming from below. Non-slip temple tips and non-slip rubber nose 
pads offer a comfortable secure �t and reduce slippage. The ESP 
lens includes an innovative coating that reduces glare and eye strain 
caused by blue light that is perfect for indoor and outdoor use. The 
high impact scratch resistant polycarbonate lenses with anti-fog 
coating (excluding ESP) provide 99.99% UVA and UVB protection. 
Comes with a micro�ber pouch and adjustable neck cord.

Color: Clear, Gray, Red, ESP Lens
Size: 1 5/8” h x 5 5/8” w x 6 5/8” d
Imprint Area: 3/8” h x 3/8” w
Imprint Method: Pad Print
Packaging: Micro�ber Pouch

Meets both ANSI Z87.1 and CSA Z94.3 standards. A close �tting, 
high contour design for improved eye protection, distortion free 
viewing and excellent optical quality. Rubber temple tips and 
rubber nose pads offer a comfortable secure non-slip �t. Polarized 
lenses offer true color de�nition while reducing harsh glare from 
light re�ection. The high impact scratch resistant polycarbonate 
lenses with anti-fog coating (smoke) provide 99.99% UVA and UVB 
protection. Comes with a micro�ber pouch and adjustable neck cord.

Color: Gray, Red, Polarized Lens
Size: 1 1/2” h x 5 7/8” w x 7” d
Imprint Area: 1/4” h x 3/8” w
Imprint Method: Pad Print
Packaging: Micro�ber Pouch
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Deerskin Palm with Thinsulate®

Viz by Maximum Safety®

Thinsulate® Mechanics Glove

(L-22308, XL-22309) 
Golden deerskin leather palm which is extremely soft and durable, 
with a black Spandex back and Neoprene which is stretchable 
and breathable. The glove is lined with 40 grams of Thinsulate® to 
keep your hands warm in the cold weather. There is an elastic cuff 
with Velcro for comfortable and �exible �tting. Perfect for outdoor 
work, like farming, construction, machine operation or just as 
everyday gloves.

Color: Black
Size: L, XL
Imprint Area: 1” h x 1 3/4” w
Imprint Method: Silkscreen (1 Color Only), TruColorTM

Packaging: Bulk

(S-22475, M-22471, L-22472, XL-22473, 2X-22474)             
Ideal for light construction, auto repair, demolition, 
manufacturing, fabrication or landscaping. The Maximum 
Safety® Viz professional workman’s glove features a black 
synthetic leather palm, Hi-Vis orange Spandex fabric back 
and open cuff for easy on and off. Including Lycra fabric 
fourchettes, Re�ective binding, reinforced thumb crotch and 
PVC grip on index �nger and thumb for �ne parts handling.

Color: Orange
Size: S, M, L, XL, 2X
Imprint Area: 1” h x 2” w
Imprint Method: Silkscreen (1 Color Only), TruColorTM

Packaging: Bulk

(M-18312, L-18313, XL-18314) 
Features a high quality PU padded palm, offering comfort and 
durability. Lightweight and constructed with a 40g Thinsulate® lining 
to keep your hands warm and dry. Secure �t is enhanced with a 
spandex back and velcro cuff closure. Reinforced PU knuckles for 
added protection.

Color: Red
Size: M, L, XL
Imprint Area: 1” h x 2” w
Imprint Method: Silkscreen (1 Color Only), TruColorTM

Packaging: Bulk
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Mechanics Glove

Anti-Vibration Mechanics Glove 

Mechanics Glove

Cow Grain Mechanics Glove 

(M-18305, L-18306, XL-18307) 
Made of synthetic leather and Spandex. Features an easy pull on/
off design with an elastic cuff. The loop hole in the cuff allows the 
glove to be hung anywhere for convenient access. Breathable 
�nger side panels provide ventilation and comfort while the longer 
cuff length and reinforced �ngers create added protection.

Color: Yellow
Size: M, L, XL
Imprint Area: 1” h x 1” w
Imprint Method: Silkscreen (1 Color Only), TruColorTM 
Packaging: Bulk

(L-18310, XL-18311) 
Features a black synthetic padded palm, offering comfort and 
durability. Breathable �nger side panels provide ventilation and 
comfort. Secure �t is enhanced with a Spandex back, a stretchy 
band beneath the knuckles and a neoprene strap with velcro cuff 
closure. Reinforced �ngers for added protection.

Color: Gray
Size: L, XL
Imprint Area: 1” h x 1 3/4” w
Imprint Method: Silkscreen (1 Color Only), TruColorTM 

Packaging: Bulk

(L-18301, XL-18302) 
Made of synthetic leather. Breathable �nger side panels 
provide ventilation and comfort. Secure �t is enhanced 
with a Spandex back and elastic cuff with velcro closure. 
Reinforced �ngers for added protection.

Color: Blue
Size: L, XL
Imprint Area: 1” h x 2” w
Imprint Method: Silkscreen (1 Color Only), TruColorTM

Packaging: Bulk

(L-18309, XL-18308) 
These mechanics gloves have a cow grain leather palm. 
Breathable �nger side panels provide ventilation and comfort. 
Secure �t is enhanced with a Spandex back and elastic cuff 
with velcro closure. Reinforced �ngers for added protection.

Color: Black
Size: L, XL
Imprint Area: 1” h x 2” w
Imprint Method: Silkscreen (1 Color Only), TruColorTM 
Packaging: Bulk
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Hi-Vis Leather Glove w/Safety Cuffs

Hi-Vis Leather Driver’s Glove 

Hi-Vis Pigskin Glove w/Knit Wrist 

(L-22433) 
Tough and rugged gloves that will hold up in any working 
situation. Made with heavy side split cowhide, featuring leather 
knuckle strap and �nger tips for extra protection, a rugged extra 
strength back and cuff and has a cotton lined palm for extra 
comfort. Includes an elastic closure sewn inside the gloves for 
added safety and comfort, Kevlar® stitching to add extra strength 
and will protect the integrity of the seams.

Color: Orange
Size: L
Imprint Area: 1” h x 2” w
Imprint Method: Silkscreen (1 Color Only), TruColorTM

Packaging: Bulk

(S-22432, M-22429, L-22430, XL-22431) 
A great glove to be used for people who work outdoors, general 
work applications, refrigerated warehousing and highway 
construction. Features top a grain pigskin leather palm which 
provides great protection in wet and cold applications. Includes 
Hi-Vis orange Nylon back with 3M re�ective band over the 
knuckles to provide great visibility in high risk applications.

Color: Orange
Size: S, M, L, XL
Imprint Area: 1” h x 2” w
Imprint Method: Pad Print (1 Color Only)
Packaging: Bulk

(S-22428, M-22425, L-22426, XL-22427) 
An ideal glove to be used for people who work outdoors, general 
work applications, refrigerated warehousing and highway 
construction. Features top grain pigskin leather palms and knit 
wrists that provide added protection. Includes Hi-Vis orange Nylon 
back with 3M re�ective band over the knuckles to provide great 
visibility in high risk applications.

Color: Orange
Size: S, M, L, XL
Imprint Area: 3/8” h x 1 3/4” w
Imprint Method: Pad Print (1 Color Only)
Packaging: Bulk
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Tan Cow Split Safety Glove

Split Leather Glove w/Safety Cuffs 

Split Leather Glove w/ Safety Cuffs

Split Leather Glove w/Safety Cuffs 

(L-22304, XL-22305) 
Tough and rugged gloves that will protect your hands in any 
working condition. Made with high quality canvas back extra thick 
cow split leather, featuring lined palms for extra comfort. Truly a 
heavy duty all purpose work glove!

Color: Brown
Size: L, XL
Imprint Area: 1 “ h x 2 1/2” w
Imprint Method: Silkscreen (1 Color Only), TruColorTM

Packaging: Bulk

(S-22465, M-22462 , L-22463, XL-22464) 
These gloves are tough and rugged which will hold up when 
working in construction, material handling and general 
maintenance work. Made with A/B grade shoulder split cowhide, 
featuring leather knuckle strap and �nger tips for extra protection, 
a rugged extra strength back and cuff and has a cotton lined palm 
for extra comfort. Includes an elastic closure sewn inside the 
gloves for a snug �t.

Color: White
Size: S, M, L, XL
Imprint Area: 1” h x 2 1/2” w
Imprint Method: Silkscreen (1 Color Only), TruColorTM

Packaging: Bulk

(S-22470, M-22467, L-22468, XL-22469) 
These gloves are the most popular leather safety cuff work 
glove which will hold up when working in construction, material 
handling and general maintenance work. Made with B/C grade 
split cowhide leather, with a leather knuckle strap and �nger tips 
for extra protection, cotton lined palm for added comfort and an 
elastic closure sewn inside the glove for a snug �t.

Color: Blue Striped
Size: S, M, L, XL
Imprint Area: 1/2” h x 2” w (knuckles: standard);
1” h x 2 1/2” w (cuff: secondary)
Imprint Method: Silkscreen (1 Color Only), TruColorTM

Packaging: Bulk

(S-22461, M-22458, L-22459, XL-22460) 
Tough and rugged gloves that will hold up in any working 
situation. Made with heavy side split cowhide, featuring leather 
knuckle strap and �nger tips for extra protection, a rugged 
extra strength back and cuff and has a cotton lined palm for 
extra comfort. Includes an elastic closure sewn inside the 
gloves for added safety and comfort, Kevlar® stitching to add 
extra strength and will protect the integrity of the seams.

Color: White
Size: S, M, L, XL
Imprint Area: 1” h x 2 1/2” w 
Imprint Method: Silkscreen (1 Color Only), TruColorTM

Packaging: Bulk
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Pigskin Driver’s Glove

Cow Grain Driver’s Glove 

Insulated Pigskin Glove 

(S-22451, M-22448, L-22449, XL-22450) 
Ideal for construction, machine operation, utility work and 
many other general applications. Constructed out of all leather 
top grain pigskin, the pigskin will return to its original pliability 
even after being exposed to wet conditions. Features a shirred 
elastic back for a snug �t.

Color: Beige
Size: S, M, L, XL
Imprint Area: 1” h x 2” w
Imprint Method: Pad Print (1 Color Only) 
Packaging: Bulk

(S-22443, M-22439, L-22440, XL-22441, 2X-22442)             
Perfect for people who work in construction, machine operator’s, 
light duty welders, utility workers, and farmers. Constructed out 
of all leather cowhide, featuring a keystone thumb to provide 
extra dexterity and has excellent abrasion resistance.

Color: Gray
Size: S, M, L, XL, 2X
Imprint Area: 1” h x 2” w
Imprint Method: Pad Print (1 Color Only)
Packaging: Bulk

(S-22495, M-22492, L-22493, XL-22494) 
Perfect to use in cold weather applications including 
farming, construction, machine operation and refrigeration. 
Constructed out of all leather premium grade top grain 
pigskin, the pigskin styles stay soft when dried after getting 
wet. Featuring Keystone thumb style which gives it superior 
�t and comfort, Includes Thinsulate® lining to keep your 
hands warm in all weather conditions.

Color: Beige
Size: S, M, L, XL
Imprint Area: 1 1/2” h x 2 1/4” w
Imprint Method: Pad Print (1 Color Only)
Packaging: Bulk
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Cow Grain Driver’s Glove 

Goatskin Driver’s Glove

Hi-Vis Driver’s Glove 

(S-22447 M-22444 L-22445, XL-22446) 
Keep your hands protected while working outdoors with our 
leather cowhide, keystone thumb pattern to provide extra 
comfort and excellent dexterity and abrasion resistance while 
working. These gloves would be great for people who work 
in construction, machine operators, light duty welders, utility 
workers, and farmers.

Color: Beige
Size: S, M, L, XL
Imprint Area: 1” h x 2” w
Imprint Method: Silkscreen (1 Color Only)
Packaging: Bulk

(S-22455, M-22452, L-22453, XL-22454) 
A great pair of gloves to use when all leather gloves are required. 
Constructed out of goatskin which is softer than other leather 
gloves and has superior tactile sensitivity. Will outwear other 
leather gloves of similar weight and size. The goatskin’s natural 
lanolin soothes hands and also provides excellent abrasion 
resistance. Features a shirred elastic back for a snug �t.

Color: Gray
Size: S, M, L, XL
Imprint Area: 1” h x 2” w
Imprint Method: Pad Print (1 Color Only) 
Packaging: Bulk

(S-22438, M-22434, L-22435, XL-22436, 2X-22437) 
Keep your �nger’s safe with our Hi-Vis �ngertip all leather top grain 
cowhide driver’s glove. Perfect to use for people in construction, 
machine operator’s, light duty welders, utility workers, farmers 
and other light physical labor worker’s. Feature’s keystone thumb 
patterns to provide extra comfort, has excellent dexterity and 
abrasion resistance and has a shirred elastic back for a snug �t.

Color: Gray
Size: S, M, L, XL, 2X
Imprint Area: 3/4” h x 2” w
Imprint Method: Pad Print (1 Color Only)
Packaging: Bulk
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Keep your �nger’s safe with our Hi-Vis �ngertip all leather top grain 



Insulated Cowhide Glove

Insulated Cowhide Glove 

Thinsulate® Lined Pigskin Leather Palm Glove 

(S-22491, M-22488, L-22489, XL-22490) 
Used in cold weather applications including farming, 
construction, machine operation and refrigeration. The all 
leather top grain cowhide construction features a Keystone 
thumb style that has a superior �t and comfortable Thinsulate® 
lining to keep your hands warm in all weather conditions.

Color: Gray
Size: S, M, L, XL
Imprint Area: 1 1/2” h x 2 1/4” w
Imprint Method: Pad Print (1 Color Only)
Packaging: Bulk

(L-22502, XL-22503) 
Ideal for people who do cold outdoor work where environment 
is dry. Includes an insulated red foam lining, gray split cowhide 
palm, red fabric back and rubberized safety cuff. Features leather 
knuckle strap and �nger tips for extra protection and Elastic 
closure sewn inside glove for a snug �t.

Color: Red
Size: L, XL
Imprint Area: 1 1/8” h x 2 1/2” w (cuff: standard);
1/2” h x 2” w (knuckles: secondary)
Imprint Method: Silkscreen (1 Color Only), TruColorTM

Packaging: Bulk

(M-22499 L-22500, XL-22501) 
Used in cold and wet weather applications including farming, 
construction, machine operation and refrigeration. The pig skin 
palm work glove with Thinsulate® lining provide great protection 
and stays soft and �exible in damp and cold weather conditions. 
Designed with a safety cuff to �t under coat sleeves.

Color: Blue Striped
Size: M, L, XL
Imprint Area: 1/2” h x 2” w
Imprint Method: Pad Print (1 Color Only), TruColorTM

Packaging: Bulk
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leather top grain cowhide construction features a Keystone 
thumb style that has a superior �t and comfortable Thinsulate®

palm, red fabric back and rubberized safety cuff. Features leather 

 Lined Pigskin Leather Palm Glove 

Used in cold and wet weather applications including farming, 
construction, machine operation and refrigeration. The pig skin 

 lining provide great protection 
and stays soft and �exible in damp and cold weather conditions. 
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Insulated Pigskin Leather Palm Glove

Insulated Pigskin Glove

Insulated Pigskin Glove

(S-22479, M-22476, L-22477, XL-22478) 
Used in cold and wet weather applications including farming, 
construction, machine operation and refrigeration. The all leather 
top grain cowhide construction features Hi-Vis orange nylon 
back with 3M® re�ective band over the knuckles to provide 
workers with great visibility in high risk applications. Features a 
safety cuff to �t over coat sleeves, a Keystone thumb style that 
has a superior �t and comfort as well as a Thinsulate® lining to 
keep your hands warm in all weather conditions.

Color: Orange
Size: S, M, L, XL
Imprint Area: 1” h x 2 1/2” w
Imprint Method: Silkscreen (1 Color Only), TruColorTM

Packaging: Bulk

(S-22483, M-22480, L-22481, XL-22482) 
Perfect to use in cold weather applications including farming, 
construction, machine operation and refrigeration. Constructed 
out of all leather premium grade top grain pigskin, the pigskin 
styles stay soft when dried after getting wet. Featuring 
Keystone thumb style which gives it superior �t and comfort. 
Includes Hi-Vis fabric Back and Thinsulate® lining to keep your 
hands warm in all weather conditions.

Color: Orange
Size: S, M, L, XL
Imprint Area: 1” h x 2” w
Imprint Method: Silkscreen (1 Color Only)
Packaging: Bulk

(S-22487, M-22484, L-22485, XL-22486) 
An ideal glove to be used for people who work outdoors, general 
work applications, refrigerated warehousing and highway 
construction. Features top grain pigskin leather palm and knit wrist 
that provides added protection. Includes Hi-Vis orange Nylon back 
with 3M re�ective band over the knuckles and Thinsulate® lining to 
keep your hands warm in all weather conditions.

Color: Orange
Size: S, M, L, XL
Imprint Area: 3/8” h x 1 3/4” w
Imprint Method: Pad Print (1 Color Only)
Packaging: Bulk
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Waterproof Deerskin Winter Mitts With Thinsulate®

Thinsulate® Lined Pigskin Leather Palm Glove 

Insulated Cowhide Glove 

(L-22310, XL-22311) 
Stay toasty with these very warm mitts. Soft deerskin palm and 
black nylon back, breathable, durable and with 100 grams of 
Thinsulate® lining, and waterproof barrier to keep your hands dry 
even if submerged in water. Inside the mitt are fashionable glove 
like �nger liners. There is extra reinforcement in the webbing of 
your thumb and index �nger for extra protection which is great for 
snowmobiling or for the use of tools outdoors.

Color: Black
Size: L, XL
Imprint Area: 1 1/2” h x 3” w
Imprint Method: Silkscreen (1 Color Only), TruColorTM

Packaging: Bulk

(M-22496, L-22497, XL-22498) 
Used in cold and wet weather applications including farming, 
construction, machine operation and refrigeration. The pig skin 
palm work glove with Thinsulate® lining provide great protection 
and stays soft and �exible in damp and cold weather conditions. 
Designed with a safety cuff to �t over coat sleeves.

Color: Blue Striped
Size: M, L, XL
Imprint Area: 1 1/4” h x 3” w (cuff: standard); 1/2” h x 2 1/4” w
(knuckles: secondary)
Imprint Method: Silkscreen (1 Color Only), TruColorTM 

Packaging: Bulk

(L-22504, XL-22505) 
Ideal for people who are in outdoor work where the environment 
is dry. Includes an insulated leather palm work glove with a blue 
split cowhide leather palm, yellow fabric back, �eece pile lining 
for maximum warmth and a rubberized safety cuff.  Features 
leather knuckle strap and �nger tips for extra protection, elastic 
closure sewn inside glove for a snug �t. Safety cuff can �t over 
a coat sleeve.

Color: Yellow/Blue
Size: L, XL
Imprint Area: 1 1/4” h x 2 1/2” w (cuff: standard);  
1/2” h x 2 1/4” w (knuckles: secondary)
Imprint Method: Silkscreen (1 Color Only), TruColorTM

Packaging: Bulk
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Bollé Tracker Glasses

Bollé Pilot Goggles w/ Platinum Coating

Bollé Baxter Glasses w/ Platinum Coating

Meets the ANSI Z87.1 and CSA 294.3 standards. A lightweight, 
sporty frame that is built for comfort. Rubber temple pads and 
a soft rubber nosepiece provide a secure and comfortable �t. 
Scratch-resistant polycarbonate lenses provide 99.99% UVA 
and UVB protection.

Color: Clear, Gray, Yellow, Twilight Lens
Size: 2” h x 5 3/4” w x 7” d
Imprint Area: 1/4” h x 1/2” w
Imprint Method: Pad Print
Packaging: Micro�ber Pouch

It’s co-injected, ventilated frame guarantees unequalled adaptability 
and comfort. ANSI-Z87.1 approved. The adjustable over-the-glass style 
offers a perfect �t over most personal eyewear. The over-the-glass 
design helps keep prescription eyewear users in compliance yet you 
can still wear them by itself as a regular safety goggles. The high impact 
2.2mm polycarbonate lens with the new Bollé Platinum anti-fog/anti-
scratch coating on both sides of the lens, guarantees even more safety, 
reliability and makes them highly scratch resistant to the most aggressive 
chemicals and drastically delays the appearance of fogging, 99.99% 
UVA and UVB protection. Comes with an adjustable head strap to obtain 
optimal comfort and a secure �t while wearing.

Color: Clear, Gray Lens
Size: 3 3/4” h x 6 5/8” w x 3 3/8” d
Imprint Area: 1/4” h x 1” w (Right Lower Lens)
Imprint Method: Pad Print
Packaging: Polybag

Offering total comfort with its highly wraparound frame, water 
proof foam and ingenious system for attaching the strap, the 
Baxter offers effective protection against sprays of solids and 
liquids and even against dust. Meets ANSI Z87.1 standards. 
These high contour lenses provide 180° distortion free viewing 
and excellent optical quality. Rubberized eye seal provides 
very good protection against dust and debris. An adjustable 
head strap provides a secure �t. The high impact 2.2mm 
polycarbonate lens with the new Bollé Platinum anti-fog/anti-
scratch coating on both sides of the lens, guarantees even 
more safety, reliability and makes them highly scratch resistant 
to the most aggressive chemicals and drastically delays the 
appearance of fogging, 99.99% UVA and UVB protection. 
Comes with a micro�ber pouch for storage.

Color: Clear, Gray, CSP Lens
Size: 1 3/4” h x 6” w x 6 3/4” d
Imprint Area: 3/16” h x 5/8” w (Lens)
Imprint Method: Pad Print
Packaging: Micro�ber Pouch
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SB21TW
22256

SB23CL
22258

SB21CL
22253

SB21GR
22254

SB22CL
22257

SB23GR
22259

SB21CS
22255

SB23CS
22260

Bollé Rush + Glasses w/ Platinum Coating

Bollé Silium + Glasses w/ Platinum Coating

Bollé Contour Glasses

The Rush+ design offers a sporty design with a highly �exible, 
co-injected and customizable temples. Meeting both ANSI 
Z87.1 and CSA Z94.3 standards, the fully recyclable rimless 
design has a high contour single lens with 180° distortion free 
viewing for superior optical quality. Optimal �t and comfort 
with the patented non-pressure co-molded temples provide 
increased comfort and reduced slippage. The high impact 
2.2mm polycarbonate lens with the new Bollé Platinum anti-fog/
anti-scratch coating on both sides of the lens, guarantees even 
more safety, reliability and makes them highly scratch resistant 
to the most aggressive chemicals and drastically delays the 
appearance of fogging, 99.99% UVA and UVB protection. 
Comes with an adjustable neck cord. 
Note: SB22CL is a smaller �t.

Color: Clear, Gray, CSP, Twilight Lens
Size: 1 3/4” h x 5 3/4” w x 6 1/2” d
Imprint Area: 1/4” h x 3/4” w
Imprint Method: Pad Print
Packaging: Micro�ber Pouch

The sleek lines of the Silium+ combine technology, ergonomics 
and style. Meeting ANSI Z87.1 standards. 
Features ultra-lightweight Polycarbonate frame with non-slip 
temple tips for optimal �t and comfort, and adjustable non-slip 
adjustable bridge offers a comfortable secure �t and reduce 
slippage. The high impact 2.2mm polycarbonate lens with the 
new Bollé Platinum anti-fog/anti-scratch coating on both sides 
of the lens, guarantees even more safety, reliability and makes 
them highly scratch resistant to the most aggressive chemicals 
and drastically delays the appearance of fogging, 99.99% UVA 
and UVB protection. Comes with an adjustable neck cord.

Color: Clear, CSP, Gray Lens
Size: 1 3/4” h x 5 1/2” w x 6 1/4” d
Imprint Area: 1/4” h x 3/4” w
Imprint Method: Pad Print
Packaging: Micro�ber Pouch

Meets both ANSI Z87.1 and CSA Z94.3 standards. Ultra lightweight 
half frame provides extensive eye coverage and optimal �t. High 
contour dual lenses provide 180° distortion free viewing and excellent 
optical quality. Non-slip temples and non-slip rubber nose pads offer 
a comfortable secure �t and reduce slippage. ESP lens includes an 
innovative coating that reduces glare and eye strain caused by blue 
light. Perfect for indoor and outdoor use. The high impact scratch 
resistant polycarbonate lens with anti-fog coating (excludes ESP) 
provides 99.99% UVA and UVB protection. Comes with a micro�ber 
pouch and adjustable neck cord.

Color: Clear, Gray, ESP, Yellow Lens
Size: 1 5/8” h x 6” w x 6 5/8” d
Imprint Area: 1/4” h x 5/8” w
Imprint Method: Pad Print
Packaging: Micro�ber Pouch
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Bollé Prism Glasses Bollé Rush Glasses

Bollé Contour Glasses

Meets both ANSI Z87.1 and CSA Z94.3 standards. An ultra-
lightweight, sporty design in a fully recyclable rimless style. No 
metal parts. High contour single piece lens with 180° distortion free 
viewing and excellent optical quality. Dielectric and non-conductive. 
The high impact scratch resistant polycarbonate lens with anti-fog 
coating  (clear and smoke) provides 99.99% UVA and UVB protection.     
Comes with an adjustable neck cord.

Color: Clear, Gray, Silver Mirror Lens
Size: 1 5/8” h x 5 7/8” w x 6 1/2” d
Imprint Area: 3/16” h x 5/8” w
Imprint Method: Pad Print
Packaging: Micro�ber Pouch

Meets both ANSI Z87.1 and CSA Z94.3 standards. Optimal �t, ultra 
lightweight style. Fully recyclable rimless design. High contour single 
lens with 180° distortion free viewing and excellent optical quality. 
Dielectric, non-conductive material. Adjustable silicone nose pads 
provide increased comfort and reduced slippage. The high impact 
scratch resistant polycarbonate lens with anti-fog coating provides 
99.99% UVA and UVB protection. Comes with an adjustable neck cord.

Color: Clear, Gray, HD, Twilight Lens
Size: 1 5/8” h x 5 7/8” w x 6 5/8” d
Imprint Area: 3/8” h x 1/2” (Lens); 1/4” h x 1/2” w (Frame)
Imprint Method: Pad Print
Packaging: Micro�ber Pouch

Meets both ANSI Z87.1 and CSA Z94.3 standards. Features a high 
contour single piece lens with 180° distortion free viewing and excellent 
optical quality. Upper brow guard offers protection from overhead 
particulate hazards. Patented non-pressure co-molded temples and 
anti-slip silicone nose pads provide excellent �t and comfort. The HD 
lens is resistant to water and dirt marks and also offers 96% visible light 
transmission. This lens is ideal for very humid environments. The contrast 
lens is an excellent alternative to a standard clear lens. It reduces eye 
fatigue and eye strain caused by glare and blue light, while preserving 
color recognition, depth perception and contrast. The contrast lens is 
perfect for work environments that involve neon lights, computer screens 
and other forms of light irritation. The ESP lens includes an innovative 
coating that reduces glare and eye strain caused by blue light. It is perfect 
for indoor and outdoor use. The twilight lens �lters out 76% of blue light 
and is ideal for both indoor and outdoor use in low light conditions. The 
high impact scratch resistant polycarbonate lens with anti-fog coating 
provides 99.99% UVA and UVB protection. Comes with micro�ber pouch 
and adjustable neck cord.

Color: Clear, Gray, Contrast, ESP, HD, Twilight Lens
Size: 2” h x 5 7/8” w x 6 1/2” d
Imprint Area: 1/4” h x 5/8” w
Imprint Method: Pad Print
Packaging: Micro�ber Pouch
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SB11GR
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SB07PD
22238

SB07GR
22236

Bollé Voodoo Glasses

Bollé Hustler Glasses

Bollé Lowrider Glasses

Meets both ANSI Z87.1 and CSA Z94.3 standards. High impact 
2.2mm polycarbonate lens, the smoke lens is anti-fog and          
anti-scratch and the polarized lens offers true color de�nition that 
�ghts glare and is also anti-scratch. The shiny semi-transparent 
polycarbonate frame offers a non-slip rubber nose pad and rubber 
temple tips for superior comfort and non-slip �t. These glasses are 
best used for construction, transportation, utility workers or miners. 
Comes with a micro�ber pouch and an adjustable head cord.

Color: Gray, Polarized Lens
Size: 1 7/8” h x 5 3/8” w x 6” d
Imprint Area: 3/16” h x 5/8” w
Imprint Method: Pad Print
Packaging: Micro�ber Pouch

Meets both ANSI Z87.1 and CSA Z94.3 standards. High impact 2.2mm 
polycarbonate lens, the smoke lens is anti-fog and anti-scratch and 
the polarized lens offers true color de�nition that �ghts glare and 
is also anti-scratch on the outside and anti-fog on the inside of the 
lens. Also being offered is the Marine Lens which is Bolle’s safety 
exceptional polarized lens that includes a blue �ash mirror. The shiny 
black polycarbonate frame offers a non-slip rubber nose pad and 
rubber temple tips for superior comfort and non-slip �t. These glasses 
are best used for construction, emergency workers, utility workers 
or people working in marine environments. Comes with a micro�ber 
pouch and an adjustable head cord.

Color: Gray, Polarized, Blue Lens
Size: 1 3/4” h x 5 1/2” w” x 6 5/8” d
Imprint Area: 3/16” h x 5/8” w
Imprint Method: Pad Print
Packaging: Micro�ber Pouch

Meets both ANSI Z87.1 and CSA Z94.3 standards. The close �tting, 
high contour design improves eye protection and offers distortion 
free viewing and excellent optical quality. Rubber temple tips and 
rubber nose pads provide a comfortable secure non-slip �t. Polarized 
lenses offer true color de�nition while reducing harsh glare from light 
re�ection. The high impact scratch resistant polycarbonate lenses with 
anti-fog coating (smoke) provide 99.99% UVA and UVB protection. 
Comes with a micro�ber pouch and adjustable neck cord.

Color: Gray, Blue, Polarized Lens
Size: 1 5/8” h x 5 1/2” w x 6 5/8” d
Imprint Area: 1/4” h x 1/2” w
Imprint Method: Pad Print
Packaging: Micro�ber Pouch
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Bollé Solis Glasses

Bollé Spider Glasses Bollé Shadow Glasses

Meets both ANSI Z87.1 and CSA Z94.3 standards. Lightweight 
nylon frame front that provides very good eye coverage. The high 
contour dual lenses provide distortion free viewing and excellent 
optical quality. Non-slip co-molded temples and non-slip rubber 
nose pads offer a comfortable secure �t and reduced slippage. 
Polarized lenses offer true color perception while reducing harsh 
glare from light re�ection. The high impact scratch resistant 
polycarbonate lenses with anti-fog coating (clear, smoke) provides 
99.99% UVA and UVB protection. Comes with a micro�ber pouch 
and adjustable neck cord.

Color: Clear, Gray, Blue, Polarized Lens
Size: 1 5/8” h x 5 1/2” w x 6 1/2” d
Imprint Area: 1/4” h x 1/2” w
Imprint Method: Pad Print
Packaging: Micro�ber Pouch

Meets both ANSI Z87.1 and CSA Z94.3 standards. This close 
�tting, high contour design provides improved eye protection with 
distortion free viewing and excellent optical quality. The lower ledge 
on the front of the lens helps shield against particular hazards 
coming from below. Non-slip temple tips and non-slip rubber nose 
pads offer a comfortable secure �t and reduce slippage. The ESP 
lens includes an innovative coating that reduces glare and eye strain 
caused by blue light that is perfect for indoor and outdoor use. The 
high impact scratch resistant polycarbonate lenses with anti-fog 
coating (excluding ESP) provide 99.99% UVA and UVB protection. 
Comes with a micro�ber pouch and adjustable neck cord.

Color: Clear, Gray, Red, ESP Lens
Size: 1 5/8” h x 5 5/8” w x 6 5/8” d
Imprint Area: 3/8” h x 3/8” w
Imprint Method: Pad Print
Packaging: Micro�ber Pouch

Meets both ANSI Z87.1 and CSA Z94.3 standards. A close �tting, 
high contour design for improved eye protection, distortion free 
viewing and excellent optical quality. Rubber temple tips and 
rubber nose pads offer a comfortable secure non-slip �t. Polarized 
lenses offer true color de�nition while reducing harsh glare from 
light re�ection. The high impact scratch resistant polycarbonate 
lenses with anti-fog coating (smoke) provide 99.99% UVA and UVB 
protection. Comes with a micro�ber pouch and adjustable neck cord.

Color: Gray, Red, Polarized Lens
Size: 1 1/2” h x 5 7/8” w x 7” d
Imprint Area: 1/4” h x 3/8” w
Imprint Method: Pad Print
Packaging: Micro�ber Pouch
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Bollé Rogue Glasses - 3 Lens

Bollé Combat Kit - 3 Lens

Stylish, lightweight, comfortable featuring ballistic protection made 
with a unique design and GL-PD-10-12,MIL-PRF-31013 and ANSI 
Z87.1 2010. Packed in a zippered carry case that has a belt clip, inside 
are clear, yellow and smoke anti-scratch and anti-fog coated ultra-high 
ballistic polycarbonate lenses that you can easily switch between as 
necessary. Equipped with a non-slip nose and an extreme wrap for 
a panoramic �eld of vision, these glasses are great to bring to the 
shooting range. Includes micro�ber on pouch.

Color: Black
Size: 1 3/4” h x 5 7/8” w x 6” d
Imprint Area: 3/16” h x 5/8” w
Imprint Method: Pad Print
Packaging: Branded Bollé Box

Combat protective glasses provide unique adaptability thanks to their 
easy-to-change mono-lenses in clear, smoke and ESP versions, its 
dual temples/strap system (with or without foam) and non-slip nose. 
Scratch and fog proof, these ballistic bulletproof polycarbonate lenses 
have an integrated lateral panoramic �eld of vision that provides 
maximum protection. Comes with a zippered case with Velcro belt 
loop and micro�ber pouch.

Color: Black
Size: 2” h x 5 3/4” w x 6” d
Imprint Area: 1” h x 3” w
Imprint Method: Pad Print (On Case), TruColorTM

Packaging: Branded Bollé Box
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Bollé Assault Glasses

Bollé Swat Glasses

Bollé Sentinel Glasses

GL-PD-10-12, MIL-PRF-31013 and ANSI Z87.1 2010 approved.     
Ballistic polycarbonate lens protection sunglasses ensure maximum 
protection in any instance. Thanks to its adjustable non-slip bridge, ultra 
�exible frame, straight non-slip temples, and extreme wrap design to 
ensure an unrestricted �eld-of-view, these glasses provide pure comfort 
and protection. Also comes with a micro�ber pouch, Velcro case with a 
belt loop and clip.

Color: Gray, Twilight, ESP Lens
Size: 1 3/4” h x 6” w x 6” d
Imprint Area: 3/4” h x 2 1/2” w (case); 3/16” h x 1/2” w (lens, secondary)
Imprint Method: TruColorTM, Pad Print
Packaging: Branded Bollé Box

Thanks to its non-slip bridge, �exible non-slip temples and ultra-�exible 
nylon frame, these glasses are among the most comfortable ballistic 
glasses offered. There is a deep wrap design which integrates lateral 
protection and provides excellent peripheral coverage. Scratch and fog 
proof, these ballistic polycarbonate lenses provide maximum protection. 
GL-PD-10-12, MIL-PRF-31013 and ANSI Z87.1 2010 approved and 
comes with micro�ber pouch, Velcro case with belt loop and clip.

Color: Clear, Gray, Polarized Lens
Size: 1 5/8” h x 5 5/8” w x 6” d
Imprint Area: 3/4” h x 2 1/2” w (case); 3/16” h x 5/8” w (lens, secondary)
Imprint Method: TruColorTM, Pad Print
Packaging: Branded Bollé Box

GL-PD-10-12, MIL-PRF-31013 and ANSI Z87.1 2010 approved. Ultra high 
ballistic polycarbonate lens that is anti-scratch and anti-fog, an adjustable 
non-slip bridge, �exible temples, extreme wrap design for a panoramic 
�eld of vision and a non-slip nose bridge, provide you with ultimate 
comfort and protection. Also comes with a micro�ber pouch and Velcro 
case with a belt loop and clip.

Color: Gray, ESP, Red Lens
Size: 1 3/4” h x 5 5/8” w x 6 3/4” d
Imprint Area: 3/4” h x 2 1/2” w (case); 3/16” h x 5/8” w (lens, secondary)
Imprint Method: TruColorTM, Pad Print
Packaging: Branded Bollé Box
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SG38GR
13284

SG38IO
13286

SG38BL
13285

SG38GD
13287

SG38BL
13285

SG38GR
13284

SG28CL
22247

SG38GD
13287

SG38IO
13286

SG51CL
13313

SG50CL
13312

Bouton Oversite Glasses

Bouton Hi-NRG Glasses Bouton Bullseye Glasses

Bouton Ranger Glasses
CSA Z94.3 and ANSI-Z87.1 approved. Adjustable Over-The-
Glass style offers a perfect �t over any kind of personal eyewear.               
The over-the-glass design helps keep prescription eyewear users in 
compliance yet you can still wear them by itself as a regular safety 
glass. The rimless frame design ensures an unobstructed view while 
the adjustable length temples are rubber co-molded, offering the 
user a secure custom �t. Includes ratchet temples for better angle 
adjustment, molded nose bridge to �t the vast majority of users, U-Fit® 
spatula temples and they provides 99.9% UVA and UVB protection.

Color: Clear
Size: 2 1/4” h x 6 1/4” w x 5/8” d
Imprint Area: 1/4” h x 5/8” w
Imprint Method: Pad Print
Packaging: Micro�ber Pouch

CSA Z94.3 and ANSI-Z87.1+ approved. Lightweight comfort 
and protection combined in a semi-rimless design. Black metal/
polycarbonate bayonet-style wrap-around lenses. Rubber pads 
on temple arms provides maximum comfort and a secure �t. 
Rubber nosepiece provides more comfort and reduces slippage.          
Scratch-resistant polycarbonate lens. Provides 99.9% UVA and 
UVB protection. Includes micro�ber storage pouch.

Color: Clear Lens
Size: 1 5/8” h x 5 5/8” w x 6” d
Imprint Area: 1/4” h x 5/8” w (Lens) 
Imprint Method: Pad Print
Packaging: Micro�ber Pouch

Meets both ANSI Z87.1 and CSA Z94.3 standards. A trendy design 
that hits the mark with a lens treatment to �t your application 
needs. The lightweight, rimless design offers optimal protection. 
While the �exible bayonet style temples provide a secure �t. 
Includes a molded nose bridge design to �t all different shapes 
of faces, FogLess™ lens coating as standard and they provides 
99.9% UVA and UVB protection.

Color: Clear, Gray, Blue, I/O Mirror, Gradient Lens
Size: 1 1/4” h x 5 3/4” w x 6” d
Imprint Area: 3/16” h x 5/8” w
Imprint Method: Pad Print
Packaging: Micro�ber Pouch

Meets both ANSI Z87.1 and CSA Z94.3 standards. The stylish 
Polycarbonate unilens visitor’s spectacle that can be used alone 
as a pair of safety glasses, or as an Over-The-Glass for today’s 
smaller personal eyewear. Features a molded nose bridge to �t the 
vast majority of users and indirect vent temples to reduced fogging. 
Glasses provide 99.9% UVA and UVB protection.

Color: Clear
Size: 1 3/4” h x 6” w x 6” d
Imprint Area: 1/4” h x 5/8” w
Imprint Method: Pad Print
Packaging: Micro�ber Pouch
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Bouton Blizzard Glasses

Bouton Recon Glasses Bouton Airborne Glasses

Bouton Wilco Glasses
Polycarbonate lenses which block out 99.99% of the suns ultraviolet 
rays come standard with these glasses. Designed semi-rimless and 
offer a non-slip rubber nose pad to secure the glasses. Also included 
are the rubberized bayonet temples which are co-molded for a 
comfortable �t. CSA Z94.3 and ANSI-Z87.1 approved, these glasses 
are ideal for working on computers, outdoor work and truck drivers.

Color: Gray, I/O Mirror, Blue
Size: 1 3/4” h x 5 3/4” w x 6” d
Imprint Area: 3/16” h x 5/8” w
Imprint Method: Pad Print
Packaging: Micro�ber Pouch

CSA Z94.3 and ANSI-Z87.1 approved. The trendy rimless design offers 
ultimate comfort with a non-slip bridge and end tips. The lightweight, 
rimless design provides all day comfort while the �exible bayonet 
temples contain rubber pads for a secure, non-slip �t. Includes an 
adjustable rubber nosepiece to provide added comfort, FogLess™ 
lens coating and they provide 99.9% UVA and UVB protection.

Color: Clear, Gray, I/O Mirror, Gradient Lens
Size: 1 5/8” h x 5 3/4” w x 3/8” d
Imprint Area: 3/16” h x 5/8” w
Imprint Method: Pad Print
Packaging: Micro�ber Pouch

CSA Z94.3 and ANSI-Z87.1 approved. Sleek and futuristic frameless 
design offers a perfect �t and large �eld of vision. Includes an 
extended wraparound single lens with a molded upper brow guard, 
adjustable length temples are rubber co-molded to provide a secure, 
comfortable �t while the temples are also ratcheted for better angle 
adjustment. Features a molded nose bridge design that will �t the vast 
majority of users, FogLess™ lens and they provide 99.9% UVA and 
UVB protection.

Color: Gray, Clear, Silver, Blue Lens
Size: 1 3/4” h x 5 3/4” w x 6” d
Imprint Area: 3/16” h x 5/8” w
Imprint Method: Pad Print
Packaging: Micro�ber Pouch

These stylish glasses are CSA Z94.3 and ANSI-Z87.1 approved. 
A wraparound lens design offers a panoramic unobstructed 
view. All day comfort is achieved by being lightweight, rimless, 
with self-adjusting rubber nosepiece and adjustable temple 
length. Five different polycarbonate lenses to choose from but 
all are anti-scratch.

Color: Clear, Gray, Amber, I/O Mirror Lens
Size: 1 3/4” h x 6” w x 6” d
Imprint Area: 1/4” h x 3/4” w
Imprint Method: Pad Print
Packaging: Micro�ber Pouch
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Bouton Captain Glasses

Bouton Q-Vision Glasses

Lightweight, rimless design made with bayonet temples with end 
tips which curve out for ease of placement on your face which 
make for a very comfortable �t. It also includes a non-slip rubber 
nose pad that provide a secure �t. Three different polycarbonate 
lenses to choose from all are anti-scratch and anti-fog.              
CSA Z94.3 and ANSI-Z87.1 approved.

Color: Clear, Gray, I/O Mirror Lens
Size: 1 3/4” h x 5 5/8” w x 6 3/8” d
Imprint Area: 1/4” h x 7/8” w
Imprint Method: Pad Print
Packaging: Micro�ber Pouch

ANSI-Z87.1+ & CSA Z94.3 Approved. Clear, crisp and distortion free 
visibility while meeting the requirement standards that help provide 
protection from projectiles and impact in general use applications. 
Treated front and back with a clear, scratch-resistant coating 
for a much harder surface that is more resistant to scratching.              
The co-injected rubber temple end and the �exible nose bridge 
provide an excellent grip and �t.

Color: Clear, I/O Mirror, Anit-Re�ective, Gray Lens
Size: 2” h x 5 3/4” w x 6” d
Imprint Area: 1/4” h x 3/4” w
Imprint Method: Pad Print
Packaging: Micro�ber Pouch
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SG46GR
13316

SG46IO
13317

SG46CL
13315         

SG46AR
13314

SG44CL
13306

SG44GR
13307

SG44IO
13308



Bouton Supersonic Glasses

Monteray Glasses

Bouton Pirana Glasses

ANSI-Z87.1+ & CSA Z94.3 Approved. Clear, crisp and distortion 
free visibility while meeting the requirement standards that help 
provide protection from projectiles and impact in general use 
applications. The rimless design is treated front and back with a 
clear, scratch-resistant coating for a much harder surface that is 
more resistant to scratching. Featuring fully adjustable temples that 
ratchet and extend in length and a soft nose pad which self-adjusts 
for a  perfect �t. A foam kit is available that will transform the glasses 
to a dust free goggle.

Color: Clear Lens, Gray, I/O Mirror, Gradient, Anti-Re�ective, Foam Kit
Size: 2” h x 5 3/4” w x 6 3/8” d
Imprint Area: 1/4” h x 5/8” w
Imprint Method: Pad Print
Packaging: Micro�ber Pouch

ANSI-Z87.1+ approved. General purpose with impact protection 
and maximum visibility. Single curved lens design provides 
maximum protection. Reinforced hinge area for extended life. 
Ultra-lightweight protector with comfortable molded nosepiece. 
Scratch-resistant polycarbonate lens. Provides 99.9% UVA and 
UVB protection. Includes micro�ber storage bag.

Color: Clear, Gray Lens
Size: 2” h x 6” w x 2 3/4” d
Imprint Area: 3/16” h x 1 5/8” w
Imprint Method: Pad Print
Packaging: Micro�ber Pouch

Meets the ANSI-Z87.1 standard. A lightweight, sporty frame that is 
built for comfort. Rubber temple pads and a soft rubber nosepiece 
provide a secure and comfortable �t. Scratch-resistant polycarbonate 
lenses provide 99.99% UVA and UVB protection.

Color: Clear, Gray, I/O Mirror, Amber, Gold Lens
Size: 1 3/4” h x 5 3/4” w x 6 1/2” d
Imprint Area: 1/4” h x 5/8” w (Lens)
Imprint Method: Pad Print
Packaging: Micro�ber Pouch
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SG33GR
22202

SG33AM
22205

SG33CL
22201

SG33GD
22204

SG33MR
22203

SG47AR
13318

SG47CL
13319

SG47FK
13320

SG47GD
13321

SG47GR
13322

SG47IO
13323

SG01GR
13202

SG01GRSG01GR

SG01CL
13201



SG21CL
13265

SG21MR
132671326713267

SG22GR
13269

SG22CL
13268

SG04GR
13208

SG03AM
13206

SG03BL
13207

SG03CL
13205

Bouton Tranzmission Anti-Fog Glasses

Trion Glasses

Corona Glasses

Bouton Tranzmission Glasses

CSA Z94.3 and ANSI-Z87.1+ approved. Anti-fog lenses. 
Lightweight comfort and protection combined in a rimless design 
for all day comfort. Unique contour of temple arms ensures 
maximum comfort and a secure �t. Molded nosepiece provides 
more comfort and reduces slippage. Dielectric, non-conductive 
frame. Scratch-resistant polycarbonate lens. Provides 99.9% UVA 
and UVB protection. Includes micro�ber storage pouch.

Color: Clear, Gray Mirror Lens
Size: 1 3/4” h x 5 3/4” w x 2 1/2” d
Imprint Area: 1/4” h x 5/8” w (Lens)
Imprint Method: Pad Print
Packaging: Micro�ber Pouch

ANSI-Z87.1+ approved. Exceptional styling and superior 
performance providing protection from glare without distorting color 
perception.Single curved lens design provides maximum protection. 
Lightweight wrap-around protection with comfortable molded 
nosepiece. Rubberized temple insert for maximum comfort and �t. 
Scratch-resistant polycarbonate lens. Provides 99.9% UVA and UVB 
protection. Includes micro�ber storage bag.

Color: Gray Lens
Size: 2” h x 6” w x 2 3/4” d
Imprint Area: 5/16” h x 1 1/8” w
Imprint Method: Pad Print
Packaging: Micro�ber Pouch

ANSI-Z87.1+ approved. Stylish modern design combined with safety. 
Sleek lines with integrated nosepiece.Temple ends soft and durable; 
rubberized jackets for wearer’s comfort. Comfortable lightweight        
wrap-around lens. Anti-fog lenses. Scratch-resistant polycarbonate 
lens. Provides 99.9% UVA and UVB protection. Includes micro�ber 
storage bag.

Color: Amber, Blue, Clear Lens
Size: 2” h x 6” w x 2 3/4” d
Imprint Area: 5/16” h x 1 1/8” w
Imprint Method: Pad Print
Packaging: Micro�ber Pouch
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Bouton Commander Polarized Brown Glasses

Bouton Cefiro Glasses

Bouton Flashfire Glasses

Bouton Commander Glasses

Meets both ANSI Z87.1 and CSA Z94.3 standards. Unique styling that 
will command your attention with �t, comfort and a variety of technical 
lens treatments. Lightweight, semi-rimless design offers extensive eye 
coverage and all day comfort while the Bayonet style temples with     
non-slip rubber pads provide a secure �t. Includes an adjustable rubber 
nose pads offer a custom �t, FogLess™ lens coating (except on polarized 
lenses) and they provide 99.9% UVA and UVB protection.

Color: Clear, Gray, I/O Mirror, Polarized, Brown Polarized Lens
Size: 1 5/8” h x 5 3/4” w x 6” d
Imprint Area: 3/16” h x 5/8” w
Imprint Method: Pad Print
Packaging: Micro�ber Pouch

ANSI-Z87.1 approved. Anti-fog lenses. Comfortable removable �re 
retardant padded foam insert provides a snug �t for added dust and 
debris protection. Lightweight, contemporary design for both work 
environments and recreational activities. Includes interchangeable 
arms and elastic head strap which are easy to snap on and off. 
Head strap is adjustable to provide a secure �t. Scratch-resistant 
polycarbonate lens. Provides 99.9% UVA and UVB protection. 
Includes micro�ber storage pouch.

Color: Mirror, Blue, Gray Lens
Size: 2” h x 6” w x 2 3/4” d
Imprint Area: 3/8” h x 5/8” w
Imprint Method: Pad Print
Packaging: Micro�ber Pouch

Meets the ANSI-Z87.1 standard. A lightweight, sporty design provides 
comfort for work or recreational activities. It features a padded upper 
brow for added comfort and protection from overhead particulate 
hazards. Rubber temple tips and a ribbed rubber nosepiece offer 
a comfortable, secure �t with reduced slippage. Scratch-resistant 
polycarbonate lenses also have an anti-fog coating and provide 
99.99% UVA and UVB protection.

Color: Clear, Red, Blue, Silver Lens
Size: 1 3/4” h x 5 5/8” w x 7” d
Imprint Area: 1/4” h x 5/8” w (arm of frame)
Imprint Method: Pad Print
Packaging: Micro�ber Pouch
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SG41PD
13296

nose pads offer a custom �t, FogLess™ lens coating (except on polarized 

SG40CL
13292

SG40IO
13294

SG40PD
13295

SG40GR
13293

SG34CL
22206

SG35RD
22208

SG36SL
22210

SG34BL
22207

SG15GR
13254

SG15BL
13257

SG15MR
13256

SG36CL
22209



SG18GR
13262

SG18CL
13261

SG18AM
13263

SG18HB
13264

SG17GR
13199

SG16GR
13260

SG17AM
13258

SG17BR
13259

SG17BR
13259

Bouton Anser Glasses

Bouton Anser Glasses

Bouton Anser Glasses

ANSI-Z87.1+ approved. Lightweight comfort and protection combined 
in a low pro�le design. Bayonet-style wrap-around lenses with hinged 
arms. Rubberized temple ends provide maximum comfort and �t. 
Soft rubber nosepiece provides more comfort and reduces slippage. 
Scratch-resistant polycarbonate lens. Provides 99.9% UVA and UVB 
protection. Includes micro�ber storage pouch and neck cord.

Color: Clear, Gray, Amber, Blue Mirror Lens
Size: 2” h x 6” w x 2 3/4” d
Imprint Area: 3/8” h x 1 1/8” w
Imprint Method: Pad Print
Packaging: Micro�ber Pouch

ANSI-Z87.1+ approved. Lightweight comfort and protection combined 
in a low pro�le design. Bayonet-style wrap-around lenses with hinged 
arms. Rubberized temple ends provide maximum comfort and �t. 
Soft rubber nosepiece provides more comfort and reduces slippage. 
Scratch-resistant polycarbonate lens. Provides 99.9% UVA and UVB 
protection. Includes micro�ber storage pouch and neck cord.

Color: Amber, Brown, Gray Lens
Size: 2” h x 6” w x 2 3/4” d
Imprint Area: 3/8” h x 1 1/8” w
Imprint Method: Pad Print
Packaging: Micro�ber Pouch

ANSI-Z87.1+ approved. Lightweight comfort and protection combined 
in a low pro�le design. Bayonet-style wrap-around lenses with hinged 
arms. Rubberized temple ends provide maximum comfort and �t. 
Soft rubber nosepiece provides more comfort and reduces slippage. 
Scratch-resistant polycarbonate lens. Provides 99.9% UVA and UVB 
protection. Includes micro�ber storage pouch and neck cord.

Color: Gray
Size: 2” h x 6” w x 2 3/4” d
Imprint Area: 3/8” h x 1 1/8” w
Imprint Method: Pad Print
Packaging: Micro�ber Pouch
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Multi Ear Plug Set

Flange Classic Ear Plug Set

This set includes 2 X-Emboss disposable ear plugs and 1 Flange 
Classic reusable ear plugs.  The X-Emboss at the end of the plug 
reduces pressure at opening of ear canal for improved all-day comfort 
and easy removal.  The Polyurethane foam with a unique cellular 
structure allows for slower expansion recovery time, easier �tting and 
improved acoustic seal. It has a tapered bullet shape for easier �tting 
and good for low noise levels (30dB). The Flange Classic is a proven 
plug design that delivers comfort and optimal attenuation with no 
rolling required and good for low noise levels (23dB). The Thermoplastic 
elastomer (TPE) plug with self-sealing �anges and discs can be reused 
multiple times, making them a cost-effective solution. Includes a      
non-resonating textile cord for comfort and easy storage. The cord can 
be removed for added safety. All packed in carry/storage case.

Color: Black
Size: 3” h x 1 1/2” w x 1 1/2”d
Imprint Area: 1” h x 1” w
Imprint Method: Pad Print (1 Color Only)
Optional Imprint Method: Digital Laminate Panel
Packaging: Black Case

The set comes with 3 reusable Flange Classic ear plugs and they are a 
proven plug design that delivers comfort and optimal attenuation with no 
rolling required. The Thermoplastic elastomer (TPE) plug with self-sealing 
�anges and discs can be reused multiple times, making them a cost-effective 
solution. Good for low noise levels (23dB). Includes a non-resonating textile 
cord for comfort and easy storage. The cord can be removed for added 
safety. All packed in carry/storage case.

Color: Black
Size: 3” h x 1 1/2” w x 1 1/2” d
Imprint Area: 1” h x 1” w
Imprint Method: Pad Print (1 Color Only)
Optional Imprint Method: Digital Laminate Panel
Packaging: Black Case
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Packaging: Black Case

HP21
23121

Flange Classic Ear Plug Set
The set comes with 3 reusable Flange Classic ear plugs and they are a 

23121



Intrinsically Safe Flashlight (CREE® XP-E)

Intrinsically Safe 1W Flashlight

This �ashlight is explosion proof and is safety approved for hazardous 
locations/situations. Run time is approximately 40 hours which 
makes it ideal for emergency, utility, mining and other heavy industrial 
applications and is also great to have at home. Approved by global 
safety agencies this �ashlight is UL Class I division 1&2 Grp ABCD, 
Class II division 1&2 Grp EFG and Class III T4 Certi�ed. Shatterproof 
from a 1 meter drop and waterproof for submersion up to 1 meter 
this intrinsically safe �ashlight is made from ABS Plastic puts out 124 
lumens of light. Includes three C Duracell batteries.

Output: 124 Lumens High, 78 Lumens Low
Color: Yellow
Size: 2 1/4” h x 2 1/4” x 9” d
Imprint Area: 5/8” h x 2 3/4” w
Imprint Method: Pad Print
Packaging: Gift Box

This �ashlight is explosion proof and is safety approved for hazardous 
locations/situations. Run time is approximately 14 hours which 
makes it ideal for emergency, utility, mining and other heavy industrial 
applications and is also great to have at home. Approved by global 
safety agencies this �ashlight is UL Class I division 1&2 Grp ABCD, 
Class II division 1&2 Grp EFG and Class III T4 Certi�ed. Shatterproof 
from a 1 meter drop and waterproof for submersion up to 1 meter this 
intrinsically safe �ashlight is made from ABS Plastic puts out 62 lumens 
of light. Includes four AA Duracell batteries.

Output: 62 Lumens
Color: Yellow
Size: 1 7/8” h x 1 7/8” w x 6 3/4” d
Imprint Area: 3/8” h x 1 3/4” w
Imprint Method: Pad Print
Packaging: Gift Box
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makes it ideal for emergency, utility, mining and other heavy industrial 
applications and is also great to have at home. Approved by global 
safety agencies this �ashlight is UL Class I division 1&2 Grp ABCD, 
Class II division 1&2 Grp EFG and Class III T4 Certi�ed. Shatterproof 
from a 1 meter drop and waterproof for submersion up to 1 meter this 
intrinsically safe �ashlight is made from ABS Plastic puts out 62 lumens 
of light. Includes four AA Duracell batteries.

This �ashlight is explosion proof and is safety approved for hazardous 
locations/situations. Run time is approximately 40 hours which 
makes it ideal for emergency, utility, mining and other heavy industrial 
applications and is also great to have at home. Approved by global 
safety agencies this �ashlight is UL Class I division 1&2 Grp ABCD, 
Class II division 1&2 Grp EFG and Class III T4 Certi�ed. Shatterproof 
from a 1 meter drop and waterproof for submersion up to 1 meter 
this intrinsically safe �ashlight is made from ABS Plastic puts out 124 
lumens of light. Includes three C Duracell batteries.

FL502
17052

FL501
17051



An ultra-sleek and low profile design that is 
almost indistinguishable from a baseball cap.

Add extra visibility and safety in all working 
environments with subtle reflective piping.

Includes a Terry cloth sweatband for 
added comfort and absorption.

Protective HDPE liner is removable and the 
outer cap is washable.

Unique angled adjuster slides on an elastic strip 
for a quick, secure fit.

Features two large mesh panels and extra holes 
in liner for ventilation.

HH12HVHH12HV

HH12HV

Short 2” Brim

Standard 2.75” Brim

Micre 1” Brim

Be protected in your workplace from minor bumps and scrapes to the head with our Bump Caps. Ideal to be worn in work spaces that have low 
head clearance or low hanging objects. Designed for all work environments that do not require ANSI-compliant head protection, such as automotive 
repair, food processing, maintenance departments and truck drivers. A sporty lightweight baseball cap design that has a machine washable outer 
cap and comes in three brim sizes. Inner high-density polythylene protective liner offers 360 degree protection.

Cold weather bump cap version with fleece covering the ears and back 
of the neck. The fleece material can be folded back into the cap and 
worn as a standard bump cap.
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HH11/HH12HV/HH13/HH14

HardCap A1+ ™ Bump Caps

HH15 - BUMP CAP - WINTER A1+
Cold weather bump cap version with fleece covering the ears and back 
of the neck. The fleece material can be folded back into the cap and 

HH15

LOW - PROFILE DESIGN

SWEATBAND

UNIQUE SIZE ADJUSTER

REFLECTIVE PIPING

ALL ROUND PROTECTION

VENTILATION
Unique angled adjuster slides on an elastic strip 

HH11
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Evolution™ 6100 Full Brim

WEBBING SPENSION
HDPE strap & webbing clips with Polyester 
webbing straps

CHAMLON™ SWEATBAND
Egyptian cotton core with porous PU coating for maximum 
sweat absorption. PH neutral, dermatologically tested.

SLIP RATCHET
EasyJust™ Slip Ratchet version (HH17) is so 
simple to fit that it can be adjusted with just 
one finger.

HH17

WHEEL RATCHET
The Evolution Wheel Ratchet™ is the 
new easy to use wheel ratchet adjustment 
system to create a firm comfort fit with 
added security.

HH18

SHELL
Egyptian cotton core with porous PU coating 
for maximum sweat absorption. PH neutral, 
dermatologically tested.

FULL BRIM
The full brim provides additional protection to the 
neck and ears against sun, glare, rain, snow and 
falling debris

FR
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ï High-Density Polyethylene (HDPE) shell with a full brim providing additional protection against sun, glare, rain and falling debris
ï Extended back brim helps protect neck and ears from the sunís UV rays, as well as a run-off for rain and snowÖ short front brim shades   
   the face while allowing excellent visibility
ï Brim includes �nger grips on front and rear, as well as a textured underside to reduce re�ection/glare
ï 6-Point suspension system with polyester textile straps offers unrivalled comfort without compromising performance
ï Unique ì3D Adjustmentî provides a precise �t using harness depth settingsÖ unlike any other hard hat on the US market today
ï HH17 OneTouch Slip Ratchet is simple to adjust and an improved alternative to the traditional pin-lock system
ï HH18 Evolution Wheel Ratchet is easy to use and creates a �rm comfortable �t
ï Vented versions are available to reduce inside helmet temperaturesÖ ANSI Class C
ï Chamlonô sweatband for maximum sweat absorption
ï Universal slots to �t various accessories
ï Packed ready-to-wear with no installation of the suspension required
ï Meets ANSI/ISEA Z89.1-2009, Type I, Class E requirements

Evolution 6100 series – HH17, HH17HV, HH17V, HH18, HH18HV, HH18V

Visit starline.com to view and verify all pricing and all available product sizes Includes One Standard Color on One Location. Set-Up: $55.00(G)/color/location. Add’l Color: 50¢(G)/unit. 
Prices subject to change. Please verify pricing on starline.com.



Evolution™ 6100 Hard Hat
The Perfect Blend of COMFORT and STRENGTH

The Evolutionô 6100 Hard Hats are the latest edition to the head 
protection line from JSP®. Using technology from the MK8 Evolutionô 
(the toughest industrial safety helmet in the world), the shell of the 
Evolutionô 6100 owes its good looks to its strength. Traditional styling 
has been enhanced with five raised channels running across the top 
of the helmet which not only modernizes the aesthetic look, but also 
strengthens the helmet. In testing, the Evolutionô 6100 has exceeded 
the ANSI Z89.1 Type I standard and proven to be far tougher than the 
competition.

Revolution™ Wheel Ratchet
New, easy to use wheel ratchet adjustment system 
creates a firm comfort fit with added security.

FITTING ADJUSTMENT

Firmest Fit Available for a Safety Helmet 
The deep nape strap enables the firmest retention of 
any helmet, keeping it firmly rooted on the head even 
when fully inverted.

Visit starline.com to see available colors and pricing.

HH03 HH04 HH05

SUPREME COMFORT
A 6-point polyester textile harness 
system pre-installed on Evolutionô 
Deluxe offers unrivaled comfort 
without compromising performance.

3D PRECISION FITTING
Never before has such a precise fit been 
attainable on an industrial safety helmet, 
using the unique 3-position harness 
depth setting.

TOUGH HDPE SHELL
In tests, the Evolutionô 6100 proved 
to be far tougher than the ANSI Z89.1 
standard required, as well as the 
competition.

VENTILATION OPTION
Side and rear ventilation for optimum 
air movement inside the shell, reducing 
the helmet temperatures 
by an average of 4-6º F.

ï High-Density Polyethylene (HDPE) shell designed with �ve raised channels running  
   across the top of the helmet for strength, and a longer back for extra protection
ï 6-Point Suspension System offers unrivalled comfort without compromising performance
ï Choice of harnessesÖ economical polyethylene or a wide polyester textile webbing
ï Unique ì3D Adjustmentî provides a precise helmet �t using harness depth settings
ï OneTouchô Slip Ratchet is so simple to �t that it can be adjusted with just one �nger
ï Revolutionô Wheel Ratchet is easy to use and creates a �rm comfortable �t
ï Vented versions are available to reduce inside helmet temperaturesÖ ANSI Class C
ï Short brim versions are available for improved vision when looking up
ï Brushed nylon backed foam (Evolutionô) or Chamlonô (Evolutionô Deluxe) sweatband
ï Universal slots to �t various accessories
ï Packed ready-to-wear with no assembly required
ï Meets ANSI/ISEA Z89.1-2009 standard for Type I, Class E
ï Meets ANSI requirement for Reverse Donning and Lower Temperature 
  (Evolutionô Deluxe)

Evolution 6100 series – HH03, HH04, HH05

ï Choice of harnessesÖ economical polyethylene or a wide polyester textile webbing
ï Unique ì3D Adjustmentî provides a precise helmet �t using harness depth settings
ï OneTouchô Slip Ratchet is so simple to �t that it can be adjusted with just one �nger
ï Revolutionô Wheel Ratchet is easy to use and creates a �rm comfortable �t
ï Vented versions are available to reduce inside helmet temperaturesÖ ANSI Class C
ï Short brim versions are available for improved vision when looking up
ï Brushed nylon backed foam (Evolutionô) or Chamlonô (Evolutionô Deluxe) sweatband
ï Universal slots to �t various accessories
ï Packed ready-to-wear with no assembly required
ï Meets ANSI/ISEA Z89.1-2009 standard for Type I, Class E
ï Meets ANSI requirement for Reverse Donning and Lower Temperature 

One Touch Fitting
Adjustment
The OneTouchô 
Slip Ratchet is so
simple to fit that it can
be adjusted  with
just one finger.

Building Your Brand on starline.com
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HH06

The MK8 Evolution™ meets the ANSI Z89.1-2009 standard for Type II impact protection. However, it is also 
the only industrial safety helmet in the world meeting and exceeding the new, tougher European standard 
EN14052... the biggest advance in industrial head protection in over 45 years.

High Impact… Side Impact…Priceless Protection. The high-density EPS liner and ultra comfortable 
harness ensure maximum protection in the highest risk environments, without compromising comfort. 
Ideal for:

Construction, Mining/Tunneling, Demolition, Oil & Gas Refinery, Energy Firms , Offshore Marine, Certain 
Emergency Services (like FEMA & USAR)

But most importantly, MK8 Evolution™ demands protection from SIDE IMPACTS and SIDE PENETRATION to the 
same level as ANSI Z89.1 Type I testing, with almost 20 times the coverage area.

Requires each helmet to be hit twice. ANSI Type II testing only requires the test 
sample to pass one hit.

1a: Penetration Test - Crown
Helmet is hit twice, once in the crown area with a 2.2 lb. chisel shaped striker 
from 8 feet.

1b: Penetration Test - Side
The same weight is dropped from 6.5 feet onto the shell at any angle between 
15˚and 60˚ for Side Penetration performance.

2a: Impact Test - Crown
Helmet is hit twice, once in an area within a 1.375” radius of the crown with an 11 
lb. weight from just over 6.5 feet.

2b: Impact Test – Side
The same weight is dropped from just over 3.25 feet onto the shell at any angle 
between 15˚ and 60˚ for Side Impact performance.

EN14052 TESTING

Side, front and rear impact protection 
from the shock absorbing EPS liner. 
Vented liner to increase comfort while 
maintaining high protection factor. 
Liner optimizes low angle side impact 
performance.

Extremely comfortable polyester 
fabric webbing molds to the individual 
wearerís head. Lightweight EPS liner 
reduces weight while still offering 
maximum protection.

Ultra high strength outer shell. Ribbed 
upper section dissipates impact 
energy. All round protection down to 
60� from vertical. Large imprint area 
on front and sides for logos.

Intuitive thumb and forefinger 
press points for easy adjustment 
of the wheel ratchet. Offers 
diverse size ranges for true ìOne 
Size Fits Allî.

ï Meets and Exceeds ANSI/ISEA Z89 1-2009 Standard for Type II, Class E
ï Offers Side (Lateral) Impact Protection which reduces the force of impact
   resulting from a blow which may be received off center as well as to the 
   top of the head
ï Also offers Side Penetration Protection in addition to crown penetration
ï Expanded Polystyrene (EPS) Impact Liner helps absorb the forces of impact
ï High-Density Polyethylene (HDPE) Shell
ï Deluxe Polyester Textile Strap Suspension with micro�ber crown pad webbing
ï Wheel Ratchet Adjustment allows user to easily adjust �t while wearing
ï Universal Accessory Slots
ï Comes with cinch carrying pouch
ï Visit starline.com to see available colors and pricing

HH06 - MK8 Evolution™

IMPACT PROTECTION COMFORT OUTER SHELL ADJUSTMENT

JSP® HAS EVOLVED HEAD PROTECTION...
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Visit starline.com to view and verify all pricing and all available product sizes Includes One Standard Color on One Location. Set-Up: $55.00(G)/color/location. Add’l Color: 50¢(G)/unit. 
Prices subject to change. Please verify pricing on starline.com.



WHITE

ORANGE

YELLOW

BLUE

RED

GREEN

HH02

White

Yellow

Green

Blue

Red

Orange

ï High-density polyethylene (HDPE) shell dissipates impact energy
ï Shock-absorbing 6-point suspension with adjustable polyester textile crown straps
ï Pivoting wheel ratchet adjustment easily �ts over the nape of the neck for a secure �t
ï Brushed nylon backed foam sweatband
ï Universal slots to accept various accessories
ï Packed ready-to-wear with no assembly required
ï Complies with ANSI/ISEA Z89.1-2009 standard for Type I, Class G
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